Syllable Division with some Nonsense Words

**Syllable Division Exercise #1** *(Divide between 2 consonants)*

rincap latlap kidyud opdog zatnet yugbug libmat venhut kitraff yupmit semlot beptin vadmek zebrup lemsip

**Syllable Division Exercise #2** *(Divide before and after blends)*

testfap buntfip habsteb natplant implot questmib lantplug kubstop lentbad fidtron chobtrig veftlog obdwb obpreff

**Syllable Division Exercise #3** *(Divide before 1 consonant)*
timer grader hijack cupid totem liken maker diner meter taker motor voter deter biter later defer baker biker tomato

**Syllable Division Exercise #4** *(Div. before 1 cons., between 2)*
dinner, diner; matter, Mater; cotton, motor; mutter, cupid; gapping, gaping; petty, Petey; mitten, miter; bonnet, bonus; musket, music; bandit, basic; tigger, tiger; supper, super; latter, later; mentor, meter; dentist, defer

**Syllable Division Exercise #5** *(Divide between words)*
cowgill outplank failtay oatvill blymeet skysnay vebird maycray aimploy toestrome sunbreave oilbroaf coingreel simlite downpline seabrice glutshrume stormswoak

**Syllable Division Exercise #6** *(All previous rules)*

byline outhouse later latter enjoy moonbeam master biker bitter cider cedar caper cannon bashful mainstay banknote bogus bottom cinder candor muted mutter slapstick inkwell
Syllable Division with some Nonsense Words

Syllable Division Exercise #7 (All previous rules)
circus carcass cinder candor cedar cater cellar caller
censor custom census capsize center cantor centric condor
cesspool cashbox cider cadence cinch conch cipher caper
cistern capstone cystic caustic citric catnip

Syllable Division Exercise #8 (Words ending in le divide 1 letter before le, words ending in el divide directly before el)
table kettle able maple marble cable idle saddle sidle
level rebel gravel model travel weasel tassel
battle axel sizzle novel ripple apple jewel quibble

Syllable Division Exercise #9 (Divide between 2 vowels)
radio cameo pioneer meow fiord pliable reliant truant
casual manual continuous dual cryogenic myopic
scientist diet quiet fluid ruin cereal fluent variety

Syllable Division Ex. #10 (Divide after prefixes, before suffixes)
prefix decide before coexist overwork discontinue unfit
outlook demand begin cooperate dismiss prevent overwhelm
stewardship nation wilderness stabilize useful massive
cooperation thankfulness uneventful mismanagement

Syllable Division Exercise #11 (All previous rules)
circus table caller mismanagement gravel cinder dinner
diner cedar ripple censor handstand custom baking census
capsize travel unwillingness center level craftsman quibble
dogwood cider dependent moonstruck citric hobbit revolt